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Context
• Cybersecurity is a complex discipline requiring knowledge and skills in areas 

such as computer science, psychology, social science, project management 
and law to name a few major ones.
• According to one statistics [1], in USA alone there are close to 500,000 open 

cybersecurity jobs compared to an existing workforce of about 1 millions 
practitioner.
• According to another report [2], “Cybersecurity Talent Crunch To Create 3.5 

Million Unfilled Jobs Globally By 2021”
• This is a major challenge for the entire workforce supply chain starting from 

training/teaching to recruiting to hiring and then executing projects.



Context (continued)

• According to NICE Framework* Executive Summary [3],  “…as information and 
technology, including many evolving types of operational technology, grow 
increasingly complex and interconnected it can be difficult to clearly describe 
the work that is being performed or that we desire to accomplish…”
• So yes, we need an easy (but more importantly) a common, well-understood 

way of describing the “work”.

*the National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education (NICE) Workforce Framework for Cybersecurity (NICE 
Framework)



The Problem: 

Match

NIST 800-53 Controls Descriptions NICE Frameworks: Task, Knowledge 
and Skills Statements

Caveat: NICE Framework does not bundle a given Task 
with any Knowledge or Skill statement. 



The Problem: (an example)
800-53 Controls Description

NICE Frameworks: Task, Knowledge 
and Skills Statements

AC-2: Account Management
The organization; Identifies and selects the following 
types of information system accounts to support 
organizational missions/business functions: 
- Assigns account managers for information system 

accounts; 
- Establishes conditions for group & role membership; 
- Specifies authorized users of the information system, 

group and role membership, and access 
authorizations (i.e., privileges) and other attributes 
(as required) for each account; ……(cont’d)….

T0109: Identify and prioritize essential 
system functions or sub-systems required to 
support essential capabilities or business 
functions for restoration or recovery after a 
system failure or during a system recovery 
event based on overall system requirements 
for continuity and availability.
T0830: Track status of information requests, 
including those processed as collection 
requests and production requirements, 
using established procedures. ……(cont’d)….



The Tool: CyberTalent Bridge (CTB)
• A Quick Demo: https://cybertalentbridge.com/ 
• CIRI [6] has developed CTB.
• “The CyberTalent Bridge empowers businesses to map the knowledge, 

skills, and abilities (KSAs) required to perform cybersecurity tasks with the 
cybersecurity KSAs of the personnel within their own workforce as well as 
candidates for new-hire positions.” [7]
• CTB uses ontologies from NIST 800-53 and NICE Workforce Framework.



Frameworks & Standards

• NIST 800-53: provides a list of controls that support the secure operation of a 
(federal) information system.
• NIST 800-181: The Workforce Framework for Cybersecurity (NICE Framework), 

provides a set of building blocks for describing the Tasks(T), Knowledge(K), 
and Skills(S) that are needed to perform cybersecurity work performed by 
individuals and teams. 

*National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST)



Frameworks & Standards: There are many!

Image Credits: https://www.complianceforge.com/faq/nist-800-53-vs-iso-27002-vs-nist-csf.html



Methods:
• The mapping process should be automated to accommodate for revisions in 

the standards to reflect new cybersecurity areas as well as different standards 
that currently exist.
• Natural Language Processing techniques are needed as the base standards 

are developed by the subject matter experts (SMEs).
• Supervised Machine Learning would be ideal but the appropriate training data does 

not exist currently.
• Unsupervised Learning is appropriate since the natural language inputs carry inherent 

meanings that can be used for matching:
• K-means Clustering is a good starting point to match Controls to TKS statements.



K-Means Clustering: • We used Python, Scikit-Learn and Pandas
frameworks [8]
• Experimented and Evaluated several 

cluster sizes
• Results were surprising and not useful.
• Different cluster sizes produced different 

bundles with the same control.
• Experiments with different controls had the 

same unstable results.
• Skewed(imbalanced) nature of data input is 

the most likely the cause[9].

Image Credits to: https://towardsdatascience.com/k-means-a-complete-introduction-1702af9cd8c   



K0537: Knowledge of system 
administration concepts for the 
Unix/Linux and Windows operating 
systems (e.g., process management, 
directory structure, installed applications, 
Access Controls)
K0397 Knowledge of security concepts in 
operating systems (e.g., Linux, Unix.)
K0536Knowledge of structure, approach, 
and strategy of exploitation tools (e.g., 
sniffers, keyloggers) and techniques (e.g., 
gaining backdoor access, 
collecting/exfiltrating data, conducting 
vulnerability analysis of other systems in 
the network).
K0528 Knowledge of satellite-based 
communication systems.
K0419 Knowledge of database 
administration and maintenance.



Cosine Similarity: • Each document (either control description 
or a TKS statement) is vectorized using 
Bag of Words (BOW) or Term-
Frequency/Inverse Document Frequency 
(TF-IDF).
• Vectorization converts text to numbers.
• Results were understandable & useful.

Image Credits https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/statistics-for-machine/9781788295758/eb9cd609-e44a-40a2-9c3a-f16fc4f5289a.xhtml



Results: 

Image Credits: 



IR-4: K-Means vs. Cosine 
Similarity



Similarity: Sequence Matcher
• Weightage numbers are based on 

sequence matching.
• Tasks are being compared to AC-2 

using a similarity sequence matcher
• 7/10 accuracy for AC-2 v/s 9/10 for 

Cosine Similarity
• Results were ok in a few cases, but 

not as accurate as Cosine similarity.Cosine Similarity 



Current Conclusion:
• The mapping process could be automated.
• Cosine Similarity based on TF-IDF vectorization gives useful results.
• Cosine Similarity with Count Vectorization is close as well in the small sample 

we have tried.



Future work:
• Expand the experiment to cover more controls from 800-53 .
• Experiment with different parameters of TF-IDF Vectorization to give more 

weightage to a few key terms versus equal weightage [13]
• Understand how to deal with imbalanced document corpus [9]
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